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Festival Recessional

Sw. Full
Gt. Full except Reeds, Sw. to Gt.
Ped. 16, 8 to balance, Sw. to Ped.

Andante maestoso $\overline{\text{j}} = \text{ca. 76}$

Duration: 1:30
Hymn of Faith

Sw. Trumpet
Gt. Foundations 8, 4
Ped. 16, 8 to balance

Lento sostenuto $\frac{1}{4} = ca. 60$

Duration: 2:30
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Psalm VIII

Sw. Heavy Reeds
Gt. Full without Reeds
Ped. 16, 8 to balance, Gt. to Ped.

Andante con moto \( \frac{d}{4} = \text{ca. 84} \)

Duration: 2:00/3:00
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Medieval Fanfare and Recessional

Slow and stately \( \frac{4}{\text{Sw.}} \) = ca. 84

Sw.

Gt.

Ped.

Duration: 2:15
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Recessional and Fanfare

Sw. Full
Gt. Full, without Reeds, Sw. to Gt.
Ped. Full, Gt. to Ped.

 Allegro $d = ca. 100$

Duration: 2:15
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Short Fantasy in G

Sw. Full
Gt. Full to Mixtures, Sw. to Gt.
Ped. Full to balance, Sw. to Ped., Gt. to Ped.

Allegro moderato \( \frac{\text{= ca. 100}}{\text{=}} \)

Duration: 1:45
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Short Fantasy in A minor

Sw. Full  
Gt. Full, Sw. to Gt.  
Ped. Full  

Allegro brillante \( \tempo \approx 120 \)

Duration: 1:15
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